Lesvos island snapshot - 26 Jan 2016
http://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/

Total arrivals in Lesvos (01 Jan 2015 - 26 Jan 2016): **529,809**
Total arrivals in Lesvos during Jan 2016 **29,791**
Average daily arrivals during Jan 2016 **1,146**
Average daily arrivals during Dec 2015 **1,901**
% of arrivals in Lesvos compared to total: **59%**
Estimated residual population staying on the island **2,312**

Estimated daily arrivals and weekly average
Daily arrivals are estimates based on the most reliable information available provided by the authorities. Daily estimates cannot be considered final and might change based on consolidated figures provided by authorities on a regular basis.

Source: Police, 1st - 11th January

Lesvos Arrivals per month

Top nationalities of arrivals in Lesvos

- **Syria**: 40% in Nov-15, 37% in Dec-15
- **Afghanistan**: 27% in Nov-15, 32% in Dec-15
- **Iraq**: 12% in Nov-15, 6% in Dec-15
- **Iran**: 11% in Nov-15, 11% in Dec-15
- **Morocco**: 3% in Nov-15, 3% in Dec-15
- **Pakistan**: 2% in Nov-15, 2% in Dec-15

Estimated departures to Mainland
(Based on estimations provided by authorities)
**912**